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Vital’s soft and hard nougat, in various shapes and

flavours:  the finest gift for ourselves and our loved ones. 

It’s happiness on a plate.

Available in bites, bars, bags and boxes.

Naturally without gluten, dairy, peanut, soya, etc.

Make your life just a little sweeter.

Maître Nougatier since 1926



Nougat Vital at its best: soft nougat in a
range of standing bags.

What you see is what you get!

cranberry

limoncello

NEW
01001

01005

vanilla &
chocolate
01002

01000

almond & 
pistachio



Nougat is the perfect summer sweet.
It is temperature resistant and has eighteen months shelf life.

Soft nougat in bite-sized portions, hard nougat in chopped pieces.

NEW
01003

01004

01100

01006

10 bags per case
195 cases per pallet

NEW



A slice of heaven, abundantly made with almonds, pistachios and fruit.
Who can resist?

 

almond 
21100 21110 21120 

21130 21140 21150 

NEWSPECULOOSSPICES

21160 

speculoos spices

21100 

10 slices per srp
510 srp per pallet

LIMONCELLO

NEW

21170 



Nougat is our on-the-go companion, for energy and indulgence.
A winning team.

75040

12 bars per srp  I  378 srp per pallet

75000 

75030 



NEW

18040

8 tins per case
84 cases per pallet 

almond / pistachio 

Top quality nougat is often presented as a gift. 
Discover our brand new, sustainable tin boxes with 250g flowpacked soft 

almond/pistachio nougat. To be collected!

almond / pistachio 



Individually flowpacked soft nougat.
Eight grams, just the right bite size.

Shelf ready box -portrait or landscape- with 250 pieces.

1002H

NEW

almond / pistachio 
250pcs. per case

168 cases per pallet 



Nougat Vital.
Choose your moment of happiness.

NOUGAT CREATIONS
SINCE 1926

Nougat Vital’s primary goal is to connect people.

We do that by preserving and refining the excellent recipes

of our grandfather Vital Gormez, who started

producing his own "Vital nougat"… in 1926.

We aim to make life sweeter, by connecting our team in our atelier,

around the copper kettles, so that consumers enjoy our delicacies

around their table at home.

After all, life is to be lived to the fullest.



30001FP
Dark/
Pistachio

« Ceci n’est pas du nougat! »
Delicious soft-centered coconut bites and bars,

enrobed in Belgian milk or dark chocolate.

Ceci n’est

pas du nougat

30001M
Milk/Nature

30001F

30001M

milk/nature

dark/nature

30001FP 30001MM 

30002R 
3 kg

30002K 
3 kg

dark/pistachiomilk/mocca

milk/nature

dark/rum
12 bars per srp
350 srp per pallet 

3kg per case
169 cases per pallet 



Add value: add nougat. Vital’s granulated nougat
stands for crunchiness and flavour in chocolate bars, 

fillings and toppings. Available in conventional,
fairtrade or plant based formulas.

extra fine fine medium coarse 

5kg per case  I  120 cases per pallet IGP 



IGP 

5kg per pail
80 pails per pallet

25kg per pail
18 pails per pallet

Add value: add nougat. Vital’s nougat cream allows
you to create ice cream, chocolate centers, pastry

fillings etc. with a delicious nougat flavour.



In our family business in Flanders, Belgium, we have been manufacturing the tastiest 

nougat and chocolate coconut bars in the country... for almost a century.

Loyal to the traditional recipes, we strive to serve you the best sweets you might have ever tasted.

Join Vital on its exciting journey!

100% craftsmanship / since three generations



Proudly  made in Belgium

When Vital Gormez married Elsa Soens, they quickly earned their living 

by producing and selling their “Vital nougat”. What started as a 

two-person’s show, soon became too large for their kitchen in the

center of Ghent: mid 1930’s, they moved to Sint-Martens-Latem. 

In the 1960’s, their son Maurice took over and in 1976, the factory 

was relocated to Nevele, in the heart of Flanders.

Today, the third generation is at the wheel. Vital has evolved into 

Belgium’s best performing nougat manufacturer, proudly ranking at the 

top in Europe.

We combine our grandfather’s formulas with innovative techniques 

and novelty ingredients. A unique story for you to discover!

 

vital and elsa 
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Vital 1926 NV
Vaart Links 61 - 9850 Deinze - Belgium

T +32 9 371 63 13 - www.vital.be

 




